Food Reviews of
Mostar

LouTah-AndyMo Rating Scale

= 1 fireball
out of 5

= half a fireball
’s

Rating is based on an overall view of the restaurant. Atmosphere, service, variety, portions and
taste of food, etc.

FOOD LOVERS ENJOY

Rovinj
Location: About halfway between Mejdan/Musala. Right before Bunur Bridge, on the way to school from Mejdan.
⅗ fireballs
Food : This place serves only Pizza and drinks. It’s a great place for a variety of pizzas. It is known in town for its jumbo
Pizzas. The Sudžuk pizza in Rovinj is probably the best Sudžuk pizza you can find in the town.
Service : the waiters are friendly and you can have pizza very fast . however, the menu is not english and its hard to
pick food in the restaurant and waiters can't speak english fluently so it’s hard to communicate with the waiters
location : in the street to small bridge on the left
Price: Compared to the quality of pizza it’s a reasonable price Ranging from ( 5 - 17 Km ) based on the size of pizza.
Atmosphere: It’s quite a small place lacks a good design however there is seating available outside on sunny days
with a view of the Neretva. Many people use the bridge so it can be overwhelming sometimes.)

Rating:

Laganini
LOCATION: On the Musala-Mejdan road, much closer to Musala, before the main street.
⅗ fireballs
Atmosphere: Nice cafe and a good place for studying, relaxing, and coffee.
Service: Friendly waiters who are attentive and check in with you to make sure you are pleased with
their service.
Food: Laganini does not have a huge variety for lunch/dinner, but they offer yummy pizza and filling
sandwiches.
Price: They have acceptable prices for fairly large amounts of food that will leave you satisfied,
ranging from 4-15 KM (depending on what you order and size of pizza)

Rating:

Palacinka Bar
Location: 5-10 min. walking from school, towards Susac
⅗ fireballs
Service: I would rate their service as average. No English is spoken, which is not a problem as you
can order by pointing out which one you would like on their clear menu.
Food: Palacinka Bar offers a wide variety of sweet and salty Palacinke. My favorite sweet dish is the
banana and nutella with nuts and for salty it would be the savory ham, bacon and cheese palacinka
Price: Their price is affordable but not great as it is not a very large portion of food you get for paying
around 4-6 KM.
Atmosphere: Palacinka Bar is a favorite of students and a great place to hang out for a snack with
your friends, especially when weather is nice and they offer comfortable outside seating.

Rating:

Caffe ABC
Location: About halfway in between Mejdan and Musala, slightly closer to Mejdan.
3/5 fireballs.
Service: They don’t speak much English. They don’t check in with their customers, they only take
orders.
Food: Medium-to-low quality. Very low quantity.
Atmosphere: Very nice ambience, great atmosphere.
Price: A little too expensive for very small portions.

Rating:

Porto Pizzeria
Location: At the very end of the road opposite to the Pekara right outside of Mejdan.
3.5/5 fireballs
Service: This is one of the best aspects of this restaurant. The servers are extremely nice polite and friendly at the same time.
They speak perfect english so there is no language barrier. After going there for a while, we can walk in and they know what we
are going to order
Food: This food is ok. The pizzas and sandwiches taste good, but they are made with low quality meats and bread. However, the
souffle and milkshake is a must try.
Atmosphere/View: The inside of the restaurant is decorated beautifully with red linens and candle lighting at night. There is outside
seating available, but you will have a view of a butcher shop and a lonely street.
Price: Average
Souffle-5 km
Sandwiches- 4 km
Milkshake- 3 km
Other: This is a nice place to chill with friends and it is very close to mejdan so no chance of being late for check in. Also this is
one of the few places that are open until 11.

Rating:

Porto Pizzeria

Gold Kebab
Location: About halfway on the road from Mejdan to Musala
Rate ⅘ fireballs
Food: Great food, but lacks variety. Hard to pick out a specialty for Gold Kebab, but I would definitely recommend the
chicken durum. Gold Kebab probably offers the quickest and most cost-efficient meals in Mostar.
Service: The waiters are friendly and speak English fluently. They definitely know how to treat their regulars.
Price: Very reasonable price. Ranges from 3KM-7KM for a full meal.
Atmosphere: There’s not really much to talk about the atmosphere. Not much space inside, and a view of the street.

Rating:

Urban Grill
Location: A few metres after you enter Old Town from Mejdan
3.5/5 fireballs
Service: The servers are polite, but it will take some time before they come to take your order or ask if
you need anything else.
Food: The food is quite nice. The Sudžuk is very good; however, the quantity is quite small.
Atmosphere/View: This is the strong point of the Urban grill. After walking into the restaurant, you can
go downstairs and there is a terrace seating area. This is one of the best views you can have while
eating at a restaurant. It overlooks Neretva and you can see the Old Bridge. There are also very cute
lamps outlining the side of the wall so there is a very cozy comfortable setting.
Price: It is quite expensive for the quantity. It ranges from about 6-15 km for a small plate of meat
depending on the type of meat.
Other: this is a nice place to have coffee date, but if you are really hungry and looking for a cheap
fulfilling meal, this is not the place to go.

Rating:

Urban Grill

Food House
Food house
Rate ⅗ fireballs
Food: You can find variety of food in this restaurant, chicken wings, green cheese spaghetti and
buffalo wings are the best options if you can wait, cheeseburger and french fries are the best option if
you want to be served faster
Price: prices are cheap compared to other hotels in town but it has double standards for tourists and
locals food is much more expensive if you are tourist and the menu is different.
service: the waiters are not so friendly but they are efficient you can save time if you eat here you don’
t need to wait too much to be served. waiters are fluent English speakers
location: it’s located in the old town
Atmosphere: recently designed has nice atmosphere despite being small its artistic and beautiful.

Rating:

Grill Center
Grill Center
Rate ⅘
Food: If you are a meat lover this place is for you, Food options are limited however Grill center offers the cheapest and most
delicious grilled meat in the town. Not the best place for mixed meat platter but you shouldn’t miss the grilled liver and Cevapi
served by this place, if you want to have delicious meat in Mostar.
service: Waiters are very friendly and efficient. They are not fluent in English, but menu is english so it’s easy to order.
Price: the service and quality of food is worth a lot more than the price they offer food. it’s known for being cheap and delicious .
Ranging from 3.5 to 5(KM) for a nice meat meal.

Location: About halfway on the road from Mejdan to Musala.
Atmosphere: It’s a small restaurant not much to tell about the atmosphere. They offer seats outside the restaurant in
sunny days which is nice.

Rating:

Grill Center

Hindin Han
Location: Old town, just across old bridge, following the first road to the left.
5/5 stars overall
Service: The servers are very nice and professional. One highlight is that they do speak english so no need to try to fail at local.
Food: Be sure to try the mixed meat platter!!!! This will be the largest plate of food that you will ever see for the price. This plate
comes with veal, chicken, steak, cevapi, Pljeskavica, Sudžuk, salad, and a mountain of fries. This comes in single platters, platters
for two, and platters for four. Beware: the platter for four is not worth the price and it is better to get the single or platter for two.
Atmosphere/view- You have the option of sitting outside when it is warm and there is a nice view of a small river. The restaurant is
decorated nicely, and the restaurant is never overcrowded so it is quite peaceful.
Price: More Expensive
Single meat platters- 15 km
Meat platter for 2- 25 km
Meat platter- 55 km
Other: One of the best restaurants in Mostar. This is a must try for everyone.

Rating:

+

Hindin Han

IRMA-TIMA
Location: A few meters past old bridge, on the left-hand side.
Rate: 5/5 fireballs + 3 shooting stars
Food: Great taste and quality! The mixed grilled meat is highly recommended. The dish comes with cevapis, grilled chicken, veal
skewer, sudzuk (Bosnian sausage), salad (lettuce, onions, cabbage, tomatoes) and condiments including mustard, sour cream
and ajvar. The veal skewer could potentially be one of the finest things I’ve tasted in Mostar.
Service: Irma is one of the most generous and kind-hearted woman I’ve encountered in Mostar. She speaks English quite fluently
so there is no language barrier, and she makes great conversation. Irma-Time was closed for the winter, and we hadn’t eaten
there until recently. When we went back to Irma’s for the first time in months, she was extremely happy to see us and offered us all
free drinks. Irma knows how to treat her customers. Irma-Tima undoubtedly has the best quality of service among all other
restaurants in Mostar.
Atmosphere: Irma-Time is on the heart of old town. It closes down on winter perhaps because most of the seating is outdoors. It
has really nice atmosphere during the summer.
Price: Its very reasonable given the fine quality of food Irma offers. A full meal including drinks ranges from 7-15KM.

Rating:

+

Irma-Tima

